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Introduction
Task I, titled Final cave rescue exercise was constituted by three main Actions:
I.1. Paperwork preparation for cave rescue emergency response exercise
I.2. Rigging the cave for exercise execution
I.3. Execution of cave rescue exercise
The Slovenian Cave Rescue Service and the Croatian Mountain Rescue Service are both committed to
deploying their rescue units in the case of a major cave accident within Europe. During the
implementation of the EU Proteus project fortunately such an action was not necessary, so a final
joint cave rescue exercise was made, where a stretchered casualty was transported out from a deep
cave in excess of 500 meters. To comply with Slovenian national legislation, a significant amount of
paperwork was needed to obtain the necessary permissions. The cave itself required several initial
rigging actions to set up progression ropes and to secure dangerous areas.
The action consisted of a three day international exercise (30.8.—1.9.2013), performed in the Great
Ice cave in Paradana, Slovenia (Velika ledena jama v Paradani). This exercise was the final project
action and supports the fact that the main aim of the EU Proteus project was achieved – good
preparedness of the Slovenian and Croatian cave rescuers. The Slovenian Cave Rescue Service and
the Croatian Mountain Rescue Service proved to be compatible and capable of working as a single
unit in the case of a major cave accident.

Location
Originally, the action was planned to be held in Skalarjevo brezno, a cave located in Kanin, Slovenia
but due to the following technical issues: the cable car at the Kanin ski resort was out of commission,
the cave is long with difficult access and because in the case of bad weather helicopter transport
could not be relied upon, the exercise was relocated. In agreement with the Desk Officers the rescue
exercise was moved to the Great ice cave in Paradana (Velika ledena jama v Paradani) (30.8. to
1.9.2013).
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The Great Ice Cave is located near Mala Lazna, Lokve; Trnovo pri Gorici (E 5410830 / N 5094490):
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Short description of the cave
The Great Ice cave at Paradana has been explored to a depth of 858 m and is more than 6.5 km in
length. Research in the cave is ongoing. Soon after the large entrance the cave gets narrower.
Shallower shafts riddled with narrow passages and rocky collapses of various sizes spiral into its
depths. During the rescue exercise, beginning at a depth of 500 m, more than 30 maneuvers were
executed. These included hand-to-hand transport, pulley systems, counterweights and Tyrolean
traverses.
The specific micro-location (deep valley) and dynamics (air circulation throughout the year) means
that ice is constantly present. Winter temperatures fall below 0°C, while summer-time temperatures
remain between 0°C to 4°C. The temperature increases with depth; the cave is coldest at the
entrance, where an Ice Lake is always present and then warms up in the lower tunnels. Below 150 m
the ice usually melts during the summer and at a depth of 350 m it is ca. 2°C to 4°C. These low
temperatures combined with icy cold running water make rescue operations more challenging. The
rescue teams must be optimally placed at each rescue maneuvers concerning timing and workload
since rescuers waiting to take action risk becoming hypothermic. Rescue operations under such
conditions and from deep caves in general are easily amongst the toughest, requiring rescuers to be
in excellent physical shape and team leaders having good organizational skills.
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Cave map and marked place of the evacuation start (source: Kataster jam JZS):
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Action I.1. Paperwork preparation for Emergency responding exercise in a cave
Slovenia has strict legislation concerning access to caves (see Action C.2 report: Slovenian and
Croatian speleological and caving legislation). To comply with the law, it was necessary to obtain the
relevant permits from the following organizations:
 Government of the Republic of Slovenia,
 Republic of Slovenia Ministry of Defence - Administration of the Republic of Slovenia for Civil
Protection and Disaster Relief,
 Ministry of Agriculture and Environment - Slovenian Environment Agency and
 Farmland and Forest Fund of the Republic of Slovenia.

Final meeting one week before exercise
The Slovenian Cave Rescue Service operates under the Slovenian Ministry of Defence Administration of the Republic of Slovenia for Civil Protection and Disaster Relief (hereinafter
referred to as ACPDR). All paperwork and exercise preparations were made in cooperation with the
ACPDR. This EU Proteus project rescue exercise was one of the biggest exercises in 2013 in which the
ACPDR was involved. The three day international exercise also required the consent of the
Government of the Republic of Slovenia. Once consent (decision) was given, an implementation study
was made and the necessary documentation was collated. Following a series of meetings with
participating organizations, a final study of the exercise was prepared; this was then signed off by the
Director of the ACPDR. The document is attached as Annex 1 to this report.
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Action I.2. Rigging the cave for the exercise
Eight actions were required to install a series of progression ropes and prepare the cave for the
exercise. Because a large number of cave rescuers were to be in the cave during the exercise,
dangerous areas in the cave were made secure.
The first action to ˝open˝ the cave was in April 2013. Significant snowfall during the previous winter
meant that the ice in the entrance of the cave remained longer than usual and the entrance of the
cave was closed by an ice stopper. During the first action it was necessary to break through this
obstacle to make the cave accessible.
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After successfully opening up the entrance, seven additional actions were necessary to install the
progression rope and secure any dangerous areas to prevent injury during the exercise.
Once the cavers had finished preparing the cave, a live video communication system based on a two
wire connection was tested. The test succeeded in sending live video from a depth of 100 meters
from the cave to the base camp set up in front of the cave entrance. To our knowledge this is the first
time live video has been sent out from a cave. The system is still in development but will be very
valuable during long and difficult rescue operations. The video is accessible at:
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ht2j99fL304
 http://www.eu-proteus.eu/index.php/component/content/article/35-task/83--500-caverescue-exercise

Action I.3. Execution of the cave rescue exercise
The rescue exercise consisted of a three day large-scale international event that set out to achieve
the following objectives:
- to check the activation scheme for the Cave Rescue Service and other involved organizations,
- to check the procedures for the acceptance of international assistance (Host Nation Support – HNS),
- to determine the preparedness and capacity of cave rescuers to work in deep complex and long
caves,
- to assess how well Slovenian and Croatian cave rescuers can collaborate,
- to test the ability of team leaders to make the correct decisions regarding choice of type and
quantity of necessary equipment required for a particular section of the cave,
- to test the ability of team leaders in organising cave rescue teams and orchestrating the movements
of a large number of rescuers within the cave,
- to assess how individual rescue teams cooperate,
- to determine how well logistic support functions.
The exercise was performed under the assumption that an accident had happened to a caver while
exploring the cave at a depth of 505 m. In this scenario the caver slipped when crossing a rock-fall at
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the bottom of the abyss. He has injured his right leg and his colleagues have given him first aid and
appropriate care. The caver was waiting for rescue in an emergency bivouac at a depth of 510
meters. One of his colleagues had managed to climb to the surface and call the emergency number
112 and report the accident to the Regional Centre for Information in Nova Gorica. The operator then
informed the head of the Cave Rescue Centre in Tolmin, who ordered the activation of the Slovenian
Cave Rescue Service. All details about further activation are presented in Annex 2.
According to a defined time table the exercise began at 8:00 a.m. on 30th August. The exercise
leadership consisted of the following people:
 Exercise leader: Maks Merela (EU Proteus Project Manager)
 Intervention leader: Marko Zakrajšek (Operative JRS leader)
Other members:
 Janez Melanšek, senior Adviser at ACPDR
 Samuel Kosmač, Head of the branch offices of ACPDR in Nova Gorica
 Borut Horvat, Adviser for the acceptance of international assistance (HNS) at ACDPR,
 Bogdan Zoratti, advisor to the Mayor of Nova Gorica,
 Stanislav Kranjc, chief inspector at the Inspectorate of the Republic of Slovenia for Protection
Against Natural and Other Disasters.
Altogether over 170 participants cooperated in the exercise from the following organizations:
 Cave Rescue Service of Slovenia
 Speleological Association of Slovenia,
 Croatian Mountain Rescue Service (Speleo-rescue Commission),
 Republic of Slovenia Ministry of Defence - Administration of the Republic of Slovenia for Civil
Protection and Disaster Relief,
 Information centre of the Republic of Slovenia,
 Inspectorate of the Republic of Slovenia for Protection Against Natural and Other Disasters,
 Headquarters of Civil Protection of the Republic of Slovenia and Civil Protection Headquarters
of the North Primorska region,
 Regional Unit for Setting up Temporary Accommodation (ZTS in ZSKSS),
 Headquarters of Civil Protection and Headquarter of Civil protection Nova Gorica,
 the Communications and Information Technology Support Unit,
 Unit for first aid Nova Gorica,
 Fire brigade PGD Čepovan and GE NG,
 Team for Civil Protection for Technical Assistance,
 Team for Civil Protection for Commissary Support,
 Police Station at Nova Gorica,
 Republic of Slovenia Ministry of Defence, Slovenian Armed Forces, 151 Helicopter Squadron.
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Activities outside the cave
The rescue team’s headquarters was located in Mala lazna, situated 2 kilometres from the cave
entrance. A location was chosen of sufficient size for managing the exercise. On site was located the
Headquarters, refreshment and sleeping tents and other necessary supplies. The lack of a cell phone
signal meant that telephone communication was not possible. During this action the important role
of establishing communication links was given to a dedicated technical support unit equipped with a
mobile vehicle for information technology. This technology is unique and its powerful antennas allow
radio communication.
A Base camp was established directly in front of the cave entrance. Within the Base camp was
established a system to communicate with the cave rescue teams in the cave. The base camp also
acts as a checkpoint for rescuers either entering or exiting the cave and records all important events
occurring in the cave. All activities were regularly reported to Headquarters via the radio
communication system.
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Rescue activities in the cave
An initial rescue team comprising a medical doctor entered the cave on Friday at 17:00 and at 21.30
arrived at the emergency bivouac (505 meters) and the injured caver. In total nine cave rescue teams
(altogether 66 members of Cave Rescue Service of Slovenia and 21 members of the Croatian
Mountain Rescue Service) were working in the cave. Each team prepared its own section of the cave
for either the safe vertical or horizontal transport of the stretcher. Transporting the injured caver
commenced on Saturday at 3:12 and then halted at 5:47, at the next designated safe point (bivouac
established at depth of 340 m). While the injured caver rested, cave rescuers prepared the difficult
and most dangerous part of the cave - an area prone to falling rocks and tight narrow passages. In
this exercise, despite the nature of the difficulties associated with the cave, no injuries were reported
amongst the rescue team members. At 11:00 the stretcher was raised to a depth of 340 m before
finally exiting the cave at 20:11. At 22:30 the last member of the cave rescue team exited the cave.
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Detailed final report of the exercise is enclosed in Annex 2.

Final remarks and Conclusions
Analysis of the final exercise reveals how well the Slovenian and Croatian caving rescue teams
collaborated. A large part of the success of this exercise is down to the EU Proteus project, under
which joint trainings have been held over the past two years. The ten hours that it took to extract the
injured caver is testament to how well the exercise was performed. And despite the cave being very
narrow at specific locations the stretcher passed through without hindrance and the victim was able
to remain in the stretcher the whole time. In an actual cave rescue operation a special blasting team
remains on standby to open up especially narrow passages using controlled explosive charges. This
team’s experience is only called upon for life-threatening situations.
A new acquisition tested for the first time was a specially designed suit (Isotermico, MTD) that
protects an injured person against hypothermia. The suite is ideal for use in cold caves and for long
rescue operations. This was also the first time the same volunteer was evacuated from such a depth.
In debriefing, the volunteer stated that he felt good during transport, he was not cold, and
emphasized: ¨I felt that I was in safe hands˝.
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Analysis did reveal some weaknesses, and one in particular was the underground to surface
communication system or “cave phone”. A lack of funding means that an older one-way system
remain in use and does not allow direct communication between adjacent teams in the cave – all
communication is via the base. In certain situations such communication prolongs the time of the
rescue operation. On final analysis it is estimated that a more efficient communication system could
have shortened the evacuation by at least 4 hours.
Overall a combination of good team work and action preparedness resulted in a successful rescue
exercise. In addition, the exercise allowed newly developed applications for the management of
major interventions to be tested. Logistical support of the exercise was excellent. Publicity of the
event was very good, a lot of links are available at:
http://www.eu-proteus.eu/index.php/component/content/article/35-task/83--500-cave-rescueexercise
Both Parties (Cave rescue service of Slovenia and Croatian mountain rescue service) expressed their
wish to continue good international cooperation, despite the fact that our common project (EU
Proteus) expires at the end of the year 2012.
Best regards,
Depala vas, 31.12.2013
Project Manager:
Maks Merela
Annex:




Annex1-Study of the exercise
Annex2- Detailed final report of the exercise
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